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Abstract: Sequential trips of individuals are related each other in some meanings, and its

ili"ri.,i-i"V'U. it"titti[uffy i"p-.-"*"ted by the connecting structure of trip purposes'

i"il;.f"r;:,i"-;.4;iil'.ir iiifi" demand will be tundarn'entallv understood under the

consideration of r.qu*tiut-ir.av;l activities oi indiriduuls A new lpproach f^or the

orediction of traffrc o.r""rJ ir riuai"a in this paper, reflecting major differences of travel

#:dili""iff;ft;;iil;;"";;d;r4vrini t'he se-quential mechanism of trip purposes

in traffrc demand. si*ii;;iil;;a ai*iriti.ity"oitrafft activities by personal attributes is

analvzed in each u.pr oii.ii, ;;;;;;. ih;n, In each group of individuals, the relationships

;1lilff;ffi:;;;fi.";;:#il;p il ii; p;;;;di"s i'ip i' inu'^'tigated bv the use or

cross tabte. And, based on connecting mechanism in-puiposes of sequential trips, trip

glnit"tion & attraction models are also built up'

l.INTRODUCTION

Traflic demand in urban area come from economy and living activities, and .is. closely

related with society *,i"i rcii""'f[,"-r-.fot., ii it n...ttury to aialyze traflic activities and

to forecast traflic demanJ, 
-iontia"ting 

the paradigm. strift of society in future such as

increase of aging "ni-i".r"f. 
workirig pofirfuiioi, internationalization and change of

industrial structure.

Ontheotherhand,fourstepsmodel(tripproduction'tripgeneration&attraction'trip
distribution and modal l't o-i'c.iiii uruulry u'seil to understand tr-affrc activities in the making

of master plan for traflic and io on Howev"., ut iout steps model is separately constructed

in every step, it i, not 
"nor!f,1o 

gfutp tte esseniiat relaiion among four models to reflect

the paradigm strit of-soci?ty ionr'.qu"rtty, ii it difficult to issentially and exactly

forecast traffrc demand;-tuilt"-;;;;;;; Lniversity and the applicabilitv In order to

resolve these issues ;;iilJ uUou., it it'i.p,in?"t e fdrlcast triffrc demand'

introducing of tne concepi'offip .g"ngcting mechanism in each group of person attributes'

Moreover, it is nec"rsad ,;'k;p ,il;itnf fi"ity of forecasting model for the application in

practice.

In this study, sequential relationship between former and latter trips in each group by

;,ffi "tiiitit* 
ir ";.ryr;. 

M";;&t, u"t"a on these results, forecalting modelof traffic
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demand is constructed and forecasting system of traffic demand is studied using the data of
the second person trip investigation lISd:; in Northem Kyus.hq Arel It can be said that the

paradigm sirift of soiiety me-ntioned above is finally regarded as the structural change of
i".rori"t attributes such is sex, age and job. Thus, as'for grgups 9y se*, agg and job, grouP!

lf ,i.il* traffic activities are united- from comprehensive viewpoint. Next, sequential

ionnecting structure of traffic activities is analyzed_in each.united group of personal

attributeslfnat is, trip generated by a purpose is related with any trip attracted at the

freceding step or trip production. Also, connecting mechanism of triq_ productiorl trip

!"nerutio"n & attraction in traffic demand for each group of personal attribute is analyze-4.

E"r" on the structure of traftic demand, trip generation & attraction models are also built
up.

2. CLASSMICATION OF TRtr PURPOSES

Trip purposes at questionnaire surrey are 
^funda_mentally 

divided into 18. While the trip
purp6sei are categorized in similarity of traflic characteristics, they are united.to 8

iubiiuisiors, or idiuisions as in fiUte-t. Traffrc demand. is generally analyzed and

foiecasted, using 8 subdivisions of trip purposes. However, it is diffrcllt to analyze. the

"o*."tio,i 
of 6rmer and latter trip 

- 
oi iridividual using this classification, and ,it is

important to classify trip purpose inalyzing. on the similarity of characteristics of trip
tk'ough all of four-stepi. 

'thlrefore, 
nery classification 9f lrip purpose is proposed. to

analviis exactly sequential connection of trips of individual referred to our preceding

siua{fl. New Llassification of l5 purposes iJshown as in Table-2. Business trip, private

trip and other private trip (back) are especially_ subdivided. Businessl trip.is classified into
4 groups; purposes concerning only personal activities, the one related !o gg-od;, tripl
.efitea'wittr both of person and good, ind others. Going home trip is also classified into 4
groups based on the iype purpose ofthe back trip from the preceding trip.

Table-l Classification of trip purposes (the second person trip survey in Northern

Kyushu Area

Purpose
code

l8 purposes related to both of
Dersons and goods Subdivision Division

1 Go for work Commuting trip Commutins tri
2 Attend to school Attending trip to

school
Attending trip to
school

J Goods delivery

Business I
Business

4 Bring document for business

5 Meetine
6 Go for repairing
7 Investigation
8 Back to office
9 Other business pumoses

l0 Go for agriculture Business2ll Back from agriculture
12 Go shopping Privatel

Privatel3 Recreation
14 Back to school Private2
15 Other private trip (go)
l6 Back from work

Going homel
Going homel7 Back from school

18 Other private trip (back) Goine home2

Journal ofthe EasternAsia Society lbr Tlansportation Studies, Vol.3, No.5, Septembcr, 1999
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Table'2 Classificationof for the

Purpose
code

Specification

Go for work
Attend to school

Goods delivery
business

and bring document for

Go for meeting, and trip for

other business

Back to oflice
Go for agri

Go and recreation
gack to school and other

Back from work
Back from school

Back from other

Back from agri

Back from vate I
Back from

3. CATEGORTLATION OF PERSONAL ATTRIBUTES UNDER TEE

CEARACTERISTICS OF TRIPS

3.1 Trip production bY age and job

Before unifying or categorizing individuals by age a.nd1op, w3 lged 
to check the mrmber

of trip production in #h_ffi;ti"[li tn.i*,i"s in fabie-3. There are a lot of groups'

which number of trip p-ai"tioh is almost zero, by sex, age and job For example, persons

under 14 years have r"'il;;;;t*"e1. Also, pi#sion'of'small iraffrc demand is not good

and negligible. Thus, to-L"i if,. suffrcient ,iurU.t of trip production, numbers of trip

production are catcutatei il;;t, ;t*p t, th" iross table'of age and job' Groups which

number of trip produ"6'i;;d;2OO aie eliminated from analysis considering average

exoansion coeffrcient, i0.]i;;;ismall sized samfles for two ailoining groups by age is

abbut 1000, they are also united as one group'

Table-3 attributes

Female

l0

l2

l4
l5

ls' Sales

worker, Agricultural workers, Workers in transport

o""up"iion, 
-Production process workers, -Mining 

workers'

Service Child, Wife and

ffirea (wards, cities, towns and villages district
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3.2 Setting ofpersonal attributes groups

Traffrc activities have evidential difference among personal attributes (sex, age and job).
And, forecasting models in each stage of travel are influenced by personal attributes.
Therefore, as for person attributes, similarity of individuals in travei activities must be
clssified and grouped from a comprehensive viewpoint of traffrc activities. Here, similarity
ofindividuals by personal attributes is studied based on five distributions; trip production,
trip purpose, relationship oforigin and destination, modal choice and sequential connecting
structure of trip purposes. That is, in Northern Kyushu area, five distributions above are
calculated in all groups given in the preceding section. In each sex group, correlation
between groups by cross of age and job is analyzed, and similarity of groups at
distributions oftravel characteristics is classified by the use ofcluster analysis.

Table-4 Classification of age groups by various distributions of trip characteristics
in Clerical and related workers

Clrielmd
related workm numbr of

trips

0to4

15 to 19

50 ro 54
55 to 59
60 to 64

75 to 19
80 ro 84

90 to 94

in serryice workers
Servicc workers

l5 to 19

40 to 44
45 to 49

75 to79

A mtc

Table-S Classification of age groups by various distributions of trip characteristics

Journal of the Eastern Asia Society lbr Tlansportation Sludies, Vol.3, No.5 , Seplember, 1999
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Moreover, not only statistics analysis.but also meaning-of group should be taken into

consideration. Many gr;;;;;-r;i.a .nougHt"*f tes 6f ttifptoituction' However' I 000

trips of production are #i:ffih ilt"ilil;i:'ffi-i;;Atti'c 6f traffrc demand bv 15 trip

purposes. To resolve.,il';;;bl;;: in 
"tpi,ciatiy- 

ug"a poputltion groups' if peoples have

same occupat,on, ,, ,r'gi.lrrii'iiii ii"ffi"activiti|s of tiem are almost same' Ad1ornrng

ffi;p;;ilt#to sec-uie enough samples of trip production'

Table-6 Classification of in each job male

a

2

2
3

3
3

3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

Eilu,rk it-no trips ot s,,''all size of samples; .

Nrr',U.i is criup No. classified in each job'

l0 to 14

40 to
45 to 49

60 ro 64

90

Table'7 Classification of in each

2
2
2
a

3

3

3
3
3

3

Cltri-
el
md
related
work-
e6

95 to 99
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To the limitation of space of this paper, some representative results are shown as in Table-
4 and 5. Moreover, from the results of categorization by all distributions and meaning of
group, groups by cross table of age and job are classified from the comprehensive
viewpoint in each sex, as shown in Tables-6 and 7. In male, 33 categories are obtained,
while 37 categories in female.

4. ANALYSIS OF TRIP CONNECTING STRUCTURE OF TRIPS IN EVERY
GROUP BY PERSONAL ATTRIBUTES

In traffrc activities, a person takes traveling action for a purpose such as commuting,
attending to school, business, private and so on. And, one trip is an traveling action that
trip originates at a zone and destinies to other zone. Almost persons have two trips or over
in a day. Therefore, traveling activities by individuals have various characteristics and
complicated, and it is diflicult to grasp them individually. However, persons depart from a
zone to its destination place, and almost of them finally comes back to the originating zone
in a day. So, it is seemed that the pattern of trafiic activities by persons have some
similarity in its characters and are categorized. Thus, it is easily guessed that trafiic activity
for a purpose will be related with the purpose of the preceding trip.

Connecting structure of trips by individual is different in accordance with numbers of trip
production and its turn. However, from a wide viewpoint, it is possible to understand the
connecting structure of trip purposes and to analyze relationships between purposes of
former and latter trips and sequential characteristics of travel such as productioq
generation and attraction. That is, in this study, only relationship of purposes between
former and latter trips, not considering the concept ofcycle in trip chain, is studied for the
understanding of trip connecting structure. Then, trip connecting structure are summarized
as a table. A row in the purpose of table is the preceding attracted trip, and column is the
purpose of generated trip which sequentially connects with the preceding trip. That is, it is
assumed that the volume of trip attraction by preceding trip is equal to the one of trip
generation for a subjective trip purpose. The first trip in a day is seemed to be trip
production. Therefore, purposes of the preceding trip have 16 categories including trip
production.

4.1 Table ofconnecting structure oftrips

Before discussing the connecting structure in purposes of sequential trips in each group,
trip connecting cross table for all of groups is built up to understand a general tendency.
The result is shown as in Table-S. From this table, ratios of preceding trip attraction with
each purpose in following trip generation for a purpose are calculated. For example, the
ratios of commuting trip, business I trip, private I trip and back trip from school are
obtained as shown in Figure- I , 2, 3 and 4. Purpose of preceding trips in trip generation for
commuting trip and attending trip to school is almost trip production. That is, in trip chains,
trip generation for these purposes is the first in a day. Also, 40 Yo of generated trips for
private has trip production as the preceding trip. But, its tendency is different between
personal attributes.

(zone i)--t::ss!:ts:tz--+bo"" il-Wt r-(zone k)

In purpose of the preceding trip of trip generated for business trip, the rate of commuting is
high. Also, for the reason that business is frequently in a day, the rate of preceding
business trips is high. As business 4 trips includes back trips to office, the sum of samples,
which have businessl, 2, and3 trips as the preceding trips, reaches 90% of all.

Journal of the Easlern Asia Society tbr Tiansportalbn Studies, Vol.3, No.5 , Septcmber, 1999
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Figure-l Trip distribution by purpose of preceding trip in commuting
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Figure-2 Trip distribution by purpose of preceding trip in businessl
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Figure-3 Trip distribution by purpose of preceding trip in privatel

Figure-4 Trip distribution by purpose of preceding trip in home from attending

4.2 Sequential structure oftrips in each personal attribute

In detail, connecting structure between sequential trips are different among groups in
attribute ofpersons. That is, trafiic activities are different a.mong personal attributes (sex,
age and job). By group adjusted in preceding chapter, characteristics of trip chains are
studied using cross tables of connecting structure of purpose in sequential trips. Here, some
results on the structures by job are found as in Figures 5, 6 and 7, respectively. In the
connecting structure of workers, preceding trip for commuting is the starting trip of
connecting flow. The following trips are generally trip attraction for commuting trip, trip
generation for business trip, trip attraction for business trip, trip generation for private trip,
trip attraction for private trip and trip generation for other private trip (back), in that order.
we can obtain the connecting flow diagrams of trips for all of groups by personal
attributes.

0.45
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// T"p"*",t*"f \
( t"!.h* )
\ omInrgFrPosc 7----4 tt6

Trip gcuaion of homc

frm omr.ding PrPec
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( r-"lrr*e.twl ) ( r'.."rt*ettwz ) \.n*"* /
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Note: --> Connecting frow based on the consideraion of sequential trips'

--+ Trip attaraction retated to the trip generation'

Figure'S Sequential connecting structure of trips for workers
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Figure6 Sequential structure of trips for wife and unemployed
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Figure-7 Sequential structure oftrips for student and child

5. MODELS OF TRIP GENERATION & ATTRACTION TINDER TH.r
CONSIDERATION OF CONNECTING STRUCTURE OF SEQUENTIAL TRIPS

5.1 Concept of modeling

Trip generation & attraction models by every trip purpose. are usually constructed using

opt"iuto.y variables concerning with zonil characteristics, not thoroughly .including
peisonal aitributes. As mentioned at previous chapters, it is evident that travel activities are

iiff"r"nt between personal attributei. So, modeli in every step at traffic demand must be
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built up by groups of personal attributes, keeping temporal and spatial transferability and

reappearance of models.

Sequential mechanism of trips is different among personal attributes.,However, it can-be

;e-;il following six steps model is generaliy-proposed on the basis of connecting

mechanism in trafftc activities.

Step l. Ratios of trip generation in trip.production are studied in each group' If ratios-in all

ion", 
"r" 

almost 
"6nit"nt 

in a group, ii is appropriate to use the value as a model' If not

"o.rt-t 
r"fue, it is necessary ii, U.iiia up a inoiel by multiple regression analysis using

explanatory variables concerning with zonal characteristics'

Step 2. Models f6r ratios of trip attraction in trip generation are constructed using trip

generation in steP 1.

Step 3. Ratios of intermediate trip generation in the sum of trip production and-trip

il;;;i;amainly preceding purpo-ser are modeled. In the same way of step l, if the

,utu"r of ratios are constant thjuh i[ of ,ones, it is not necessary to construct the model.

Step 4. Models for ratios of trip attraction in trip generation in step 3 are constructed.

Step 5. Ratios of trip generation fo-r home purposein trip^attraction for preceding qurp..os?

*.'"on.iArr"d. In tlie-same way of step 3, if the values 6f ratios are constant though all of
zones, it is not necessary to construct the model.

Step 6. Models for ratios of trip attraction for a home purpose in trip generation in step 5

are constructed.

5.2 Model of trip generation

According to steps for construction of model as above mentioned, models of trip

generatio; are constructed !y !h9 _following new concept' Using.cross tables of trip
[o*""tionr in each group of individuals, preieding trip atiraction, which is related with a
suUjectire trip generation, is obtained. And the following equation can be applied.

l, =L
xj

Where y, : ratio of trip generation trip attraction in zone j; 
.

g ] : number ofirip generation for a purpose in zone j;
and i, : number of preceding trip attraction with some purpose

' connected-with the following trip generation.

In each case of purposes such as commuting, attending to school, back from school and

other private (back), this equation is applicable.

ln the case of other purposes, the following equation is assumed.

Yr=fu
where y, : ratio of trip generation by trip attraction in zone j;-g, 

: number of trip generation for a purpose in zone j;

Journal ofthe EasternAsia Socicty for Tlansportation Studies, Vol.3, No.5 , September' 1999
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xr.: number of trip production with same purpose as the one of
subJecttve- trip generation in zonej;

r/, : number.of trip attraction for some purpose which the
_ subJectlve trip generation in zonej;

and a, . ratio of .trip generation by preceding trip attraction with purpose i

where

and

8 ,r : number of preceding trip attraction with purpose i in zone j;
gri : flumber of trip generation for purpose i in zone

Zr,, :all of preceding trip attraction in zone j.

, Biis,r----' Lx,
o. = f tr, (m. number ofzone),^?,,

Figure-E Explanation of coelficient, a,

Here, the explanation of coefficient, q, is shown as in Figure-g. If y, of all zones can be
seemed to be a constant u4y9 il, the purpose. Average ofy, ofall i6nes is adopt for the
model of trip.generation. If it is not constant, models mudt be constructed by multiple
regression analysis using zonal indices. To determine whether it is adopted, the use of ihe
coefficient of variation (o.l p),-can be proposed. Herg if the ratio of standard deviation by
average ofall zones is under 9 !0, y, is regarded as constant value in the group. Ifnot smail
value of o I p , then, the model of !, will be constructed using zonar indlces.'

5.3 Model of trip attraction

In the same way of trip generation, using_cross tables of trip connection in each group, trip
geleration for preceding purpose,.which is related to trip attraction for a p-urpose, is
selected. It can-be proposed that trip attraction models are constructed using ihe'ratio of
trip attractiol lot u purpose by trip generation. However, zones of attrac-ted trips are
{:tl:.".nI and they can no handle eisily to make the model. Therefore trip attraciion is
divided into 2 groups to grasp OD characteristics; trips originated from a zon'e and destined
to the same zone, x'r, and trips originated from a zone and ittracted to the zone x',,. Models
ar€ constructed using ratio( r ) of x', by trip generation in former and ratios ( p ) bf x,', by
trip attraction in latter.

*, =*

where x,: number of trip production in with a purpose in zone j;

Journal of lhe Eastern Asia Society for Transporlalion Studies, Vol.3, No.5 , Scplcmber, 1999
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and * : number of trip generation with a purpose in zone j'
Equation for tip attraction bbtained from these 2 models'

That is,

x j= x' j*x" j

Subshtution Eqs.(l) into the equation,

x,=Kigi+9ixi

So, we obtain the equation for trip attraction as follows:

. = 
*, ,. (2)xi =1o8i

In this model it can be said that characteristics of oD and the-zone are taken into

consideration, U"*rr"iip;;;;i;" is divided into 2 groups; the trip generated.from the

zone and attracted to its z[ne, and trip generated from ot-her zone and attracted to the zone'

5. APPLICATION AND REAPPEARANCE OF MODELS

Here, due to limitation of space of this paper, as for group I of clerical and related workers

;ffi;[, ;il; ;;i;l r- ]"r"i,#;;r;;i;;'dJ i'il "tt'iaioir 
are app lied and checked i n the i r

reappearance.

6. I Trip generation model

For example, the models for commuting trip and business 2 lrip tl group l, for clerical and

;"jild;;;i"ir-trur"i-"i" ifiJ-;;:, table-e. The ratio-of Commuting trip bv trip

production is regarded as constant value(l'031)'

Table-9 models of commuting and businessl by

Standard deviation /A
Correlation coeflicient

Business2

X'= ip attraction of commutit
ip attraction of businessl

1.031

0.00053
0.022

0.9997

0.0915
0.0918

A 1.810

0.249

Stanaara deviation /Aver 0.276

Correlation coefftcient 0.995

groupl in clerical and related workers (male)
'l

Journal of the Eastern Asia Striety tirr Tiansporlation Studies, Vol.3, No.5 , September' 1999
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On the other hand, the models for business2 trips by group 1 in clerical and related workers
(male) is shown as in Table-I0. Valuables ifNo. I and 12 are used as explanatory variables
in this model. These are composition ratio of trip generation for a purpose and trip
attraction for some purpose which the subjective trip generation by trip generation for
commuting trip without separation by individual attributes. Correlation coeflicient is low,
but, F-value is high.

in clerical and related workers (male)

Business2 F- value
Explanatory variables

3.51

Constant 4.092
F-value ,29
Correlation coeffrcient 0.553

Note: Variable No. follows as in Table-2

Using the above model, relationships between observed trips and predicted trips for
business2 is shown as in Table-l l, Figure-9 also shows the total trip generation each zone
for groupl at clerical and related workers (male). It can be fr:und that the estimated trip
generation is corresponds with the observed one.

Table'll Reappearance of trip generation as to bussiness 2 of group I

Standard error 247.4
ofactual 2235.2

Rate ofstandard error
RMS error 307.5

Correlation coeffi cient 0 998

Th.ory
to.0oo
70.000

60.000

50.000

40.000

10,0 0 0

20.000

10,000

o

o 20.000 10.000 60.000 

^t:J..,.

Figure.g Relationships between obserwed trips and predicted trips of trip generation

for all purposes in group I of clerical and related workers (male)

6.2 Trip attraction model

As mentioned above, trip attraction is forecasted by the use of rc and p models after
finding trip generation. Explanatory variables composition ratios in zone of trip attraction
for all purposes by trip purpose. For example, the result of model of trip attraction for

Table-l0 Model of trip generation as to business2 of groupl

Variables
-t 1.331

a-

^a
f
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commutins in sroup I of male is shown as in Table-I2'
iffiilil'#rA;1il";hip; G;; observed values and estimated values are shown as in

i"ur._ii 
""a 

Figure-10.'The precessions of models are no problem.

Tabel-12 Model of trip attraction as to commuting of group I

in clerical and related workers (male)

Explanatory variables 5r.419
7.672

Constant 0.0320

F-value 25.710

Correlation coeflicient 0.827

p model F-value

Explanatory variables 73.195
23.649

Constant 0.967

F-value 5s.489

Correlation coeffrcient 0.907

Note: Variable No. as in Tr

Table-l3 Reappearance of trip attraction as to commuting of groupl

Standard error 3 3 84.8
6656.2

50.9

RMS error 26783.5

Correlation coeffi cient 0.967

r 00.000
90.000
80.000
7 0.000
50.000
50.000
40.000
t0.000
20,000
r0.000

o 25.ooo 50ooo ,5.000 'll;"t:

Figure.l0 Relationships between observed values and estimated values of

trip attraction for all purposes by groupl (male)

7. CONCLUSION

In this study, travel characteristics are examined using the concept.-of"t:P-"^"^1T:::i9

;";'h;"ir. in each group of personal attribules, and .forecasting models of tnp generatron

& attraction are const;;t"a.'iiUiuinea models are based on Iout steos model which is

usually used in the making of master plan for traffrc and so on, but, trlvel characteristics

Average ofactual
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are studied in detail based on differences oftraffrc activities among personal attributes. If
sequential relationship between former and latter trips by person attributes is analyzed, trip
generation & attraction is generally obtained by grasping basic trip production

Here, only forecasting models of trip generation & attraction are built up and forecasting
system of these models studied. Needless to say, forecasting model and system of trip
distribution will be also studied based on the different pattern of traffic activities among
personal attributes. Moreover, choice sets are different among personal attributes in modal
choice, so we should find the suitable models for model choice in each group of individual
attributes.
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